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CIN: U40109RJ2000SGC016486

JAIPUR· VIOYUTVITRAN NIGAM LIMITED
OFFICE OF THESUPERINTENDING ENGINEER (I&S)
OLD POWER HOUSE PREMISES, BANI PARK, JAIPUR-302006
7Ft/FAX: 01.41.-2200582, e-mail: sels@iwnl.in
Regd. Office: Vldyut Bhawan, Janpat!l, Jy()t/ Nagar,Jalpur-302005

No. JPD/ MM/SE/I&S/Sec.Tech./F.
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OFFICE ORDER - 2, if
Sub:- Preventive measures te?av~id catch fire incidents
in circle stores/sub-stores.
During last days, catch fire incidents have been reported by the

c

Assistant Controller of Stores,Dausa and Jaipur. Earlier under these
<

circumstances, preventive measures to be taken up were suggested vide
this office letter No.39 dated: 10.04.2015 and 705 dated: 12.09.2014. It
seems that these orders were!are not followed strictly.

Looking to the hot summer and dusty storms these days, it is essential
to remain alert/attentiveand all out efforts should be ensured to avoid the
catch fire incidents in stores premises. Matter has already been initialed at
higher level also to provide same kind of permanent system which may
effectively work in extinguishing catch fire incidents taken place in stores
premises.
However, you are again advised to ensure the following measures to
minimize Icheck the possibilities ~f catch fire incidents in stores preniis~s:- .

1. Dry leafs, paper cartoons/packing materials spreading here and there in
zigzag manner and other garbage should be placed away!removed far
away from stores premises.
2. Equipments/materials which can easily catch fire, should not be placed
below the live electric lines if passing through the stores. For example,
transformer oil transformer cable drums, CP PT sets etc. are highly
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inflammable. Therefore .such items should not be placed below the live
electric lines. Also, removal of such lines should be ensured
.
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3. Fire fighting equipments may be maintained in proper working condition.
4. Water drums/cement water tanks filled with water may be kept at
different placed alongwith buckets/rubber pipes. Security guards/our staff
should also be trained to take initial steps so as to avoid mishappenings ..
5. Keep the important contact telephone numbers displayed in chowkidar .
hut and notice board of office.
6. Burning of garbage/wastes nearby stores premises requires to be
watched regularly.
7. Continuous round of security guards in wards should be ensured in
effective manner so that the catch fire incidents if any be attended
readily.

Besides above,all

otherpossfbte

precautionary. measures which are

needed/suits to meet your store requirement also be taken. Please note that
if fncldence.ct fire occurs in stores (premises) under your control, you shall

be responsible for any adverse consequences.
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Superintending
Copy submitted/forwarded

. action'-

(K.G.Kanwat)·
Engineer(I&S)

to the following for information and further necessary

'.

1)The Chief.Engineer (MM),JWNL,Jaipur ..
2)The Chief Accounts Officer (IA)Jaipur Discom,Jaipur.
3}The TAto Dlrectorffech.j.Ialpur Discom,Jaipur.
4)The Asstt.Controller of Stores(JCC)f(JPDC)f(O&M),Jaipur
Vidhyutvitran
Nigam Limited,JaipurfAlwarfBharatpurfBaranfDausafDholpurfBundif
KotalT onklKarauli(H Q-H induan )/Sawaimadhopurf Jhalrapatan.
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Sperintending

Engineer(I&S)
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